Assignment 5 - Quiz 5

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Week 5: Assignment 6

1. Which of these two statements is true for the following?
   (1 point)
   - Recalling the experience of interviewing for the faculty position is semantic memory.
   - Knowing that AI/TE is located in New Delhi is semantic memory.
   - Semantic memory refers to the conscious memory of events in our own history.
   - Semantic memory gives us a sense of identity.
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Option C.

   Accepted Answers:
   Knowing that AI/TE is located in New Delhi is semantic memory.
   Semantic memory gives us a sense of identity.

2. The principal goal of constructivism is
   (1 point)
   - Learning is interesting with others.
   - Learning is responding correctly to stimuli.
   - Learning is constructing one’s own knowledge.
   - Learning is getting connected to others through social media.
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Option D.

   Accepted Answers:
   Learning is constructing one’s own knowledge.

3. Teaching is primarily
   (1 point)
   - Transferring information to the learner.
   - A one-way communication process.
   - Organizing the activities in the classroom.
   - A communication process.
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Option B.

   Accepted Answers:
   A one-way communication process.

4. Emotional support in the classroom is provided by
   (1 point)
   - Not asking the students to write questions in the classroom.
   - Being literal in evaluation.
   - Not deducting the students when they make mistakes.
   - Discussing the students’ problems.
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Option D.

   Accepted Answers:
   Not deducting the students when they make mistakes.

5. These two findings from brain research are useful to teaching and learning
   (1 point)
   - Movement and exercise enhance cognitive processing.
   - The brain has two well-defined hemispheres. Applanation, Right hemispheres and Memories.
   - Neuronalplasticity continues throughout life.
   - Brain consumes 20% of our calories.
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Option B.

   Accepted Answers:
   Movement and exercise enhance cognitive processing.
   Neuronalplasticity continues throughout life.

6. The two hemispheres of the brain communicate with each other and coordinate their activities using the bridge called __________
   (1 point)
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Option B.

   Accepted Answers:
   corpus callosum

7. Prefrontal cortex functions as the __________
   (1 point)
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Option B.

   Accepted Answers:
   executive control center

8. These are the two known features of the brain where the computer metaphor is not a satisfactory model of the brain
   (1 point)
   - Brain stores large amounts of information.
   - Brain is much closer than a computer in performing complex mathematical operations.
   - Brain stores information and uses the elements of a computer.
   - The use of which human makes judgment.
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Option D.

   Accepted Answers:
   Brain stores large amounts of information.

9. More meaning is attached by the learner to a warning through
   (1 point)
   - Making a bigger network of neurons that the other together.
   - By associating an emotional component.
   - By more practice.
   - Making connections to more networks.
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Option A.

   Accepted Answers:
   Making connections to more networks.

10. Cognitive relief system is
    (1 point)
    - Determined by consciousness.
    - The total of all that is in the long-term memory.
    - Determined by the size of the working memory.
    - Determined by Amygdala.
    No, the answer is incorrect.
    Option C.

    Accepted Answers:
    The total of all that is in the long-term memory.